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Performance in sensory discrimination tasks is commonly quantiﬁed
using either information theory or ideal observer analysis. These two
quantitative frameworks are often assumed to be equivalent. For ex-
ample, higher mutual information is said to correspond to improved
performance of an ideal observer in a stimulus estimation task. To the
contrary, drawing on and extending previous results, we show that ﬁve
information-theoretic quantities (entropy, response-conditional entropy,
speciﬁc information, equivocation, and mutual information) violate this
assumption. More positively, we show how these information measures
canbeusedtocalculateupperandlowerboundsonidealobserverperfor-
mance, and vice versa. The results show that the mathematical resources
of ideal observer analysis are preferable to information theory for eval-
uating performance in a stimulus discrimination task. We also discuss
the applicability of information theory to questions that ideal observer
analysis cannot address.
1 Introduction
Many adaptive behaviors require that an organism respond differently to
different stimuli, that is, discriminate among stimuli. Familiar examples in-
clude the frog’s ability to discriminate prey location (Lettvin, Maturana,
McCulloch, & Pitts, 1959) and the monkey’s ability to indicate the net di-
rection of motion in a ﬁeld of randomly ﬂickering dots (Britten, Shadlen,
Newsome, & Movshon, 1992). What properties of sensory neurons mediate
such abilities? Do different stimuli reliably produce spike trains with dif-
ferent temporal patterns, or is variability in spike timing merely noise that
should be averaged away to extract the underlying signal? Such questions
havegeneratedheatedandoftenproductivediscussionsforatleast50years
(MacKay&McCulluch,1952;forreviews,seePerkel&Bullock,1968;Rieke,
Warland, de Ruyter van Steveninck, & Bialek, 1997; Victor, 1999).
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Before evaluating performance in a discrimination task, one must ﬁrst
decide what measure to use. While ideal observer performance has his-
torically been used to measure stimulus discrimination (Green & Swets,
1966; Geisler, 2003), information measures are often used with the same
goal(Alkasabetal.,1999;Arabzadeh,Panzeri,&Diamond,2004;Buracas&
Albright, 1999; Li, Piech, & Gilbert, 2004; Paz & Vaadia, 2004; Petersen,
Panzeri, & Diamond, 2002; Pola, Thiele, Hoffmann, & Panzeri, 2003;
Theunnissen & Miller, 1991). The main goal of this article is to analyze the
relationship between these two approaches. The relationship between
information theory and ideal observer analysis has been the subject
of several studies by statisticians and engineers (Wagner, 1965; Tebbe
& Dwyer, 1968; Kovalevsky, 1968; Golic, 1987; Feder & Merhav, 1994),
providing an untapped vein of research relevant for neuroscience. We re-
view and extend the results of this previous research, showing that infor-
mation theory and ideal observer analysis are not equivalent and that ideal
observer analysis is more appropriate for quantifying stimulus discrim-
inability. We also describe how to derive upper and lower bounds on ideal
observer performance as a function of the information measures.
Because one of our goals is to determine when it is more appropriate
to use information theory or ideal observer analysis to answer a particular
research question, we devote signiﬁcant attention to the interpretation of
the quantities typically encountered in the two approaches. Most of the
article assumes only knowledge of basic probability theory (e.g., Yates &
Goodman, 1999); we introduce and deﬁne all key terms from ideal observer
analysis and information theory. We place proofs that would interrupt the
ﬂow of the paper in footnotes.
2 Preliminary Assumptions and Deﬁnitions
Initially, we limit our analysis to experiments in which on each trial
an organism is presented with one of M stimuli from a discrete set
S={s1,...,sM}. The probability that a particular stimulus will be pre-
sented on a given trial is represented by the probability distribution
P(S)={P(s1),...,P(sM)}, which we assume does not change with time.
We assume that each stimulus evokes a response from an N-element set
R={r1,...,rN}.T ypically, N   M.I nsection 5, we extend the results to
the case in which S and R are continuous variables. Also, note that none
of our conclusions rests on the assumption that S describes a set of stim-
uli and R describes a set of responses; the analysis applies to any pair of
random variables, whether they describe sensory, neural, behavioral, or
other states.
The dependence of R on S is represented by a channel matrix P(R|S),
which is an M by N matrix in which row i contains P(R|si) (Ash, 1965):Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 743
Figure 1: Examples of the quantities used to analyze performance in a sensory
discrimination task. (A) A two-element stimulus distribution P(S) (top) and a
two-by-two channel matrix P(R|S) (bottom). (B) The corresponding joint dis-
tribution P(S,R), calculated from P(S) and P(R |S)i nA using the fact from
probability theory that P(si,rj)= P(rj|si)P(si).
P(R |S)=




P(r1 |s1) ··· P(rN |s1)
. . .
...
. . .
P(r1 |sM) ··· P(rN |sM)



. (2.1)
We assume that P(R|S) does not change with time.1 Note that P(R|S)i sn o t
ap r obability distribution. Rather, each row of P(R|S)i saconditional prob-
ability distribution P(R|si) that sums to one. See Figure 1A for a numerical
example.
Given P(S) and P(R|S), the joint distribution P(S,R) can easily be calcu-
lated (see Figure 1B). Hence, if P(S) and P(R|S)a re given, then it is possible
to calculate the values of all functions of P(S,R) such as mutual information
and ideal observer performance in a stimulus-estimation task.
3 Ideal Observers: Minimum Error Classiﬁers
3.1 Deﬁning Ideal Observer Performance: P(c). An ideal observer of
the neural response R is a minimum-error classiﬁer. As shown in Figure 2,
a classiﬁer is a function C that maps the response variable R into ˆ S, where ˆ S
isthe M-elementset{ˆ s1,...,ˆ sM}thatcontainsallpossibleestimatesofwhich
stimulus was presented. A classiﬁer is correct on a given trial if ˆ s = s, that
is, if the estimate is identical to the actual stimulus. Similarly, a classiﬁer is
in error on those trials in which ˆ s  = s.Auseful and widespread measure
of classiﬁer performance is the probability that it will provide a correct
1 That is, we assume the system implements a discrete memoryless channel (Cover &
Thomas, 1991).744 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Figure 2: Cartoon representation of the steps in a classiﬁcation task. First, a
stimulus from S is selected that evokes a response from R. Then the classiﬁer
C estimates which stimulus produced the given response. Formally, a classiﬁer
is a function that, given a response rj as input, returns an estimate (ˆ s)o fthe
stimulus that produced that response.
estimate of S (Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2001). By deﬁnition, an ideal observer
is a classiﬁer that maximizes the probability of being correct (Liu, Knill, &
Kersten, 1995; Geisler, 1989, 2003; Knill & Kersten, 1991).2 This is equivalent
to saying that an ideal observer minimizes the probability of error.
Ideal observers follow a simple decision rule (Duda et al., 2001): given
response rj, choose the estimate ˆ si that corresponds to the stimulus with
the maximum probability in the conditional distribution P(S|rj). More for-
mally,
Given rj ∈ R, choose ˆ si such that for alls ∈ S, P(S=si|rj) ≥ P(S=s|rj).
(3.1)
We denote the stimulus with the maximum probability, given rj,a s
2 Albert Siegert, a physicist in the MIT Radiation Laboratory during World War II,
introduced the term ideal observer to refer to minimum error classiﬁers. The term was ﬁrst
usedinpublicationinasignaldetectiontheorytextinwhichtheauthorsattributetheidea
to Siegert (Lawson & Uhlenbeck, 1950).Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 745
Figure 3: Example of the steps followed to calculate P(c |rj) and P(c), a con-
tinuation of the example from Figure 1. (A) The conditional distributions
P(S|rj)a re calculated using P(R|S) and P(S)f rom Figure 1 and the fact that
P(si |rj)= P(sj,rj)/P(rj).(B)Thecorrespondingidealobserverdecisionscheme,
constructed using Rule 3.1. (C) P(c |rj) (and P(e |rj)) are calculated using
equation 3.2 and the fact that P(e |rj)=1 − P(c |rj). (D) P(c) and P(e)a re cal-
culated using equation 3.3 and the fact that P(e)=1 − P(c).
smax(j). Hence, Rule 3.1 simpliﬁes to “Choose ˆ smax(j)” (see Figures 3A and
3B).3 If multiple elements of P(S|rj) have the same maximum probability,
then the ideal observer makes an arbitrary choice among those elements
(Duda et al., 2001). For instance, if P(S|rj) ={ 1
5, 1
5, 1
10, 1
5, 1
10, 1
5}, then the
ideal observer can choose ˆ s1, ˆ s2, ˆ s4,or ˆ s6.
Before describing how to calculate the probability that an ideal observer
will correctly estimate S,w eintroduce notation for use in the rest of the
article. Let C ={ c,e}, where c is the event that a classiﬁer is correct and e
is the event that a classiﬁer is in error. P(C)i sthe probability distribution
of C (i.e., P(C)={P(c), P(e)=1 − P(c)}), and P(C|rj)i sthe distribution of C
when response rj is observed.
TheprobabilitythatanidealobserverwillcorrectlyestimateSifresponse
rj occurs is (Duda et al., 2001):
P(c|rj)= P(S=smax(j)|rj)=
P(smax(j),rj)
P(rj)
. (3.2)
3 In the classiﬁcation literature, ideal observers are usually called maximum a posteriori
classiﬁers or Bayesian classiﬁers (Duda et al., 2001). The reason for this name is that smax(j)
is the element with the maximum value in P(S|rj), which in a Bayesian context is often
called the a posteriori distribution of S.W euse the term ideal observer because it is more
prevalent in psychophysics and neuroscience.746 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
The ﬁrst equality in equation 3.2 asserts that P(c |rj)i sthe conditional
probability of the stimulus chosen by the ideal observer rule (Duda
et al., 2001). See Figure 3C. This is because on trials in which rj occurs, the
ideal observer will pick ˆ smax(j) as its estimate of S, and by deﬁnition smax(j)
will be the stimulus that actually evokedrj with frequency P(S=smax(j)|rj).
The second equality in equation 3.2 is an instance of Bayes’ theorem (Yates
&Goodman,1999).Notethat P(smax(j),rj),thenumeratorontheright-hand
sideofequation3.2,isthemaximumelementinthecolumnthatcorresponds
to response rj in the joint distribution P(S,R).4
P(c), the probability that an ideal observer will correctly estimate S,i s
the average (over R)o fP(c |rj) (Duda et al., 2001):
P(c)=
N  
j=i
P(rj)P(c |rj)=
N  
j=i
P(smax(j),rj). (3.3)
The second equality in equation 3.3 follows from equation 3.2. Equation 3.3
shows that P(c)i sjust the sum of the maximum from each column of the
joint distribution P(S,R). Further, since the N maximal elements from the
columnsof P(S,R)sumto P(c),the N · (M − 1)nonmaximalelementsmust
sum to P(e). See Figure 3D for an example.
In the rest of the article, when we use P(c)o rP(c |rj), we are speciﬁcally
referring to the probability that an ideal observer will correctly estimate S,
probabilities that can be calculated using equations 3.2 and 3.3. Similarly,
P(e)and P(e |rj)willbeusedtorefertotheprobabilitythatanidealobserver
will make an error.
It follows from equation 3.3 that for a given value of M, P(c) must lie
between 1
M and 1 (inclusive). The upper bound (P(c)=1) corresponds to
the best performance possible by an ideal observer of R, and equation 3.3
implies that this perfect performance can be achieved only when each col-
umn of P(S,R) has a single nonzero element. The worst ideal observer
performance possible is P(c)= P(smax), the probability of the most likely
4 Proof: P(si,rj)= P(si|rj)P(rj), and since P(rj)i sthe same for all elements in the jth
column of P(S,R), the maximum conditional probability P(smax(j)|rj) must also pick out
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stimulus (Duda et al., 2001).5 Since the smallest possible value of P(smax)i s
1
M,6 the lowest possible P(c) for any distribution over S is 1
M. For example,
considerthespecialcaseinwhichRisindependentofS(i.e., P(S|rj)= P(S)).
In such a case, the ideal observer’s estimate ˆ s is simply the most likely stim-
ulus ˆ smax. This stimulus occurs with probabilityP(smax)= P(c), which can
vary between 1
M when the stimuli are equiprobable (i.e.,P(S)={1
M,..., 1
M})
and 1.0 when only a single stimulus is presented (i.e., P(S)={0,...,
1,...,0}).
3.2 Interpreting P(c). By deﬁnition, we say the response variable R is
a good discriminator of S if different stimuli tend to lead to different re-
sponses. In what sense does P(c) quantify this notion? Figure 4 shows three
arbitrarygaussian-shapedconditionaldistributions P(R|si),eachweighted
by the probability of the corresponding stimulus P(si). Note that each such
response ensemble is a row of the joint distribution P(S,R). As discussed
in section 3.1, because P(c)i sthe sum of the maxima from the N columns
of P(S,R), it follows that P(e)i sthe sum of the nonmaximal elements from
the columns. In Figure 4, these nonmaximal elements of P(S,R)a re shaded
in gray, illustrating that P(e)i sthe area of overlap among the M stimulus-
dependent ensembles.
On the whole, then, ideal observer performance is a useful measure of
howwellaresponseRdiscriminatesamongdifferentstimuli.Iftheresponse
ensembles corresponding to different stimuli are so segregated that there
is very little overlap among them (i.e., low P(e) and high P(c)), then dif-
ferent stimuli typically lead to different responses, the deﬁning feature of
discriminability. Conversely, if the ensembles show a good deal of overlap
(i.e., high P(e) and low P(c)), then different stimuli often evoke the same
response and R is a bad discriminator of S.
4 Bounding Information-Theoretic Quantities with Ideal Observers
In this section, we quantitatively compare ideal observer analysis and
information theory. In particular, we address the claim that they are
5 In Duda et al. (2001) this property of classiﬁers is mentioned but not proven, so
we prove it here. Proof: Let row k of P(S,R)b ethe row whose marginal probability is
P(smax), that is, P(sk)= P(smax)=
 N
j=i P(sk,rj). For each column j,w eknow that
P(smax(j),rj) ≥ P(sk,rj). Summing the terms in this inequality over R yields:
P(c)=
N  
j=1
P(smax(j),rj) ≥
N  
j=1
P(sk,rj)= P(smax).
This lower bound on P(c)i sattained when P(smax(j),rj)= P(sk,rj) for each column of
P(S,R).
6 Proof:I fthe maximum of an Melement set were less than 1
M, then the elements could
not sum to 1.748 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Figure 4: Graphical representation of the meaning of P(c) and P(e). The area
of overlap among the weighted stimulus-conditional distributions (the gray-
shaded bars) is identical to P(e). The area of the unﬁlled bars sums to P(c).
interchangeable theoretical methods that can be used to quantify stimulus
discriminability. While most neuroscientists are interested in mutual infor-
mation, we begin with entropy because it is useful for building intuitions
for the more complicated cases and because most of the results generalize
to the other information measures.
4.1 Entropy and the Ideal Observer
4.1.1 Three Interpretations of Entropy. If P(S)i sa nM-element probability
distribution, then the entropy of S is deﬁned as (Cover & Thomas, 1991):
H(S)=−
M  
i=1
P(si)log2 P(si). (4.1)
Because we take the logarithm to base two, all information measures are
in units of bits, though in the rest of the review, we suppress the subscript.
Qualitatively, H(S)i susually described as a measure of our uncertainty
about S (Ash, 1965), but how should this be interpreted? We discuss three
interpretations of H(S).
First, H(S) measures how evenly the probability mass is spread among
the MelementsofS(Cover&Thomas,1991).Atoneextreme,ifalltheproba-
bilitymassin P(S)isconcentratedononeoutcome(P(S)={0,...,1,...,0}),
then H(S)isminimizedandiszerobits.Attheotherextreme,ifeachoutcomeQuantifying Stimulus Discriminability 749
Figure 5: Examples of two possible codebooks that encode the value of
S(M=4). The stimulus value si is in the ﬁrst column of each table, the corre-
sponding codeword wi is in the second column, and the third column shows  i,
the corresponding codeword length. The average codeword length, L ,i scalcu-
latedbeloweachtableusingequation4.2undertheassumptionofequiprobable
stimuli.
is equally probable (P(S)={1
M,..., 1
M}), then the mass is evenly spread
(P(S)={1
M,..., 1
M}) and H(S)i smaximized at log(M) bits.
A second interpretation of H(S)i sthat it provides lower bounds on the
number of binary digits (bits) required to encode S. This interpretation is
based on the source coding theorem (see equation 4.3), a central result from
coding theory. Before stating the theorem, we brieﬂy review terminology
from coding theory. To encode random variable S is to build a codebook,
whichassignstoeachelementsi ofSauniquecodewordwi.Eachcodeword
is a sequence of symbols from a set of elementary symbols called the alpha-
bet. The number of symbols in codeword wi is the codeword length, which
wedenote i.Thecodewordlength i canbeconsideredameasureofthecost
incurredbyencodingstimulussi.Theaveragecodewordlength,denoted L,
measures the average (over S) cost when a particular codebook is used
(Cover & Thomas, 1991):
L =
M  
i=1
P(si) i. (4.2)
L is useful for comparing the cost of using different codebooks.
Figure 5 provides examples to illustrate these concepts. It shows two of
the inﬁnite number of possible codebooks if S is a set of four stimuli. The
alphabet in this example is the set {0,1} of binary digits, so the codebooks
assign to each element si of S a codeword wi consisting of a sequence of
binary digits. The corresponding codeword lengths  i are shown in the
third column of the tables. If we assume the four stimuli are equiprobable,
then LA,theaveragecodewordlengthforcodebookA,is2bits,and LB is31
2
bits. Hence, the average cost of using codebook A is less than the average
cost of using codebook B.750 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Thesourcecodingtheorem(alsoknownasthenoiselesscodingtheorem;
Ash, 1965) provides the basis for the second interpretation of H(S). The
theorem is (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
H(S) ≤ Lmin < H(S) + 1, (4.3)
where Lmin is the minimum possible average codeword length required
to encode random variable S. The theorem shows that as H(S) increases,
more bits are required to encode S. The theorem also provides an absolute
lower bound on L that can be used to evaluate any individual codebook.
For example, it follows from equation 4.3 that codebook A in Figure 5 is
in the set of best possible codebooks for S because it actually reaches the
lower bound LA= H(S). Also, because LB > H(S) + 1, it follows that there
existsabettercodebookthancodebookB.Notethatinbothcodebooks,each
stimulus is assigned a different codeword, so if there existed a channel in
whichtheresponsetoeachstimuluswasthecorrespondingcodeword, P(c)
would be 1.0. Thus, the source coding theorem tells you the fewest number
of bits required to encode a variable so that it can be decoded without error.
A third interpretation of H(S), inspired by the description of H(S)a sa
measure of uncertainty about S,i sthat it is a measure of the difﬁculty an
ideal observer would have estimating S. The ﬂaws in this interpretation are
discussed in the next section.
4.1.2 Comparing Entropy and Ideal Observers. H(S)i safunction only of
P(S). Hence, to directly compare H(S) and P(c), we consider the behavior
of an ideal observer faced with the task of estimating S given only P(S).
Given P(S), the ideal observer picks the most likely stimulus ˆ smax as its
estimate of S, and P(c)=P(smax) (Duda et al., 2001).
H(S)issometimesinterpretedasameasureofthedifﬁcultyinestimating
Sonasingletrial:thehighertheentropy,thelesslikelythatanidealobserver
will correctly estimate S (Alkasab et al., 1999). Formally:
H(S1) ≥ H(S2) ⇔ P(c)1 ≤ P(c)2, (4.4)
where S1 and S2 are two random variables and P(c)i is ideal observer
performance in estimating Si on the basis of P(Si). That equation 4.4 is
incorrect can be shown by counterexample. Let P(S1)={65
100, 18
100, 17
100} and
P(S2)={50
100, 49
100, 1
100}.I nthis case, H(S1)=1.28 > 1.07= H(S2) and P(c)1 =
0.65 > 0.50= P(c)2.
The rest of this section provides a more general analysis of the relation-
shipbetween P(c)and H(S).Weﬁrstreviewpreviousresultsthatshowhow
tocalculatetherangeof H(S)valuesthatareconsistentwithagivenvalueof
P(c)( T ebbe & Dwyer, 1968; Kovalevsky, 1968). Toward this end, we deﬁne
MP(c) asthesetofall M-elementprobabilitydistributionsforwhichidealob-
server performance is P(c). Since entropy is invariant under permutationsQuantifying Stimulus Discriminability 751
Figure 6: Some members of the set MP(c) =40.5. The empty circle indicates
Pmin(40.5), the distribution in 40.5 with the minimum entropy (H =1 bit). The
ﬁlled circle indicates Pmax(40.5), the distribution with the maximum entropy
(H =1.8 bits).
of elements of P(S)w ecan, without loss of generality, sort the probability
values in each distribution in MP(c) in descending order (Feder & Merhav,
1994). That is, by construction, all distributions in MP(c) satisfy
P(c)= P(s1) ≥ P(s2) ≥···≥P(sM). (4.5)
Figure 6 shows an example of MP(c) for the case in which P(c)=0.5 and
M=4. Each distribution in MP(c) =40.5 has the same maximal element
P(s1)= P(smax)=0.5, but the probability mass in the remaining three ele-
mentscanarbitrarilyvaryaslongastheconstraintsprovidedbyequation4.5
are satisﬁed. H(S)i ssensitive to this variability, but P(c)i snot. In fact, the
distributionsin MP(c) takeonarangeof H(S)values.Wedenotethedistribu-
tion in MP(c) that has the minimum entropy Pmin(MP(c)) and the distribution
with the maximum entropy Pmax(MP(c)). We denote the corresponding en-
tropy values hmin(MP(c)) and hmax(MP(c)), respectively.
Previous papers (Tebbe & Dwyer, 1968; Kovalevsky, 1968) show that
Pmax(MP(c)) and hmax(MP(c))a r e
Pmax(MP(c))=
 
P(c),
P(e)
M− 1
,...,
P(e)
M− 1
 
(4.6)
hmax(MP(c))= H(C) + P(e)log(M − 1), (4.7)
where C is the random variable with outcomes {c,e} deﬁned in section 3.1.
Equation 4.6 holds because once P(c)i sﬁxed, the way to maximize entropy
is to distribute the residual P(e)=[1 − P(c)] probability mass evenly to
the remaining M − 1 elements of the distribution. Equation 4.7 follows
when equation 4.6 is substituted into equation 4.2. In Figure 6, Pmax(40.5)i s
indicated with a ﬁlled circle, and this distribution has entropy hmax(40.5)=
1.8 bits. In Figure 7A, hmax(MP(c))i splotted as a function of P(c) for M=2,752 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
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Figure7: Comparisonof H(S)and P(c).(A)Plotoftheupperandlowerbounds
on H(S)a safunction of P(c) for M=2, M=4, and M=64 (panels 1, 2, and 3,
respectively). The upper bound, hmax(MP(c)), is indicated by a dashed line, and
the lower bound, hmin(MP(c)), is indicated by a solid line. The sets of allowable
{P(c), H(S)} points are labeled AM,h. Note that A2,h (panel 1) is a line. In panel 2,
the arch-shaped line segments corresponding to different values of k are indi-
cated, as are the points corresponding to hmax(40.5) and hmin(40.5)f rom Figure 6
(ﬁlled and empty circles, respectively). (Recall that the integer k describes the
minimum number of stimuli that must have probability P(c) when the goal is
to minimize H(S); see the text). In panel 3, the lower (0.14) and upper (0.69)
bounds on P(c) when H(S)=3 bits are indicated with ﬁlled circles and con-
nected with a dashed line. As discussed in section 4.2, the graphs also plot
the relationship between P(c|rj) and H(S|rj), so these quantities are included
on the x- and y-axes, respectively. (B) Plot of PCrange(M,H)a safunction of
M shows that PCrange(M,H) increases exponentially with M. The ﬁlled circles
show PCrange(M,3),andtheunﬁlledcirclesplot PCrange(M,0.5).Thelinesarethe
best saturating exponential ﬁt to the points (see text). The large ﬁlled circle on
the PCrange(M,3)lineindicates PCrange(64,3),therangedelineatedbythedashed
line in panel 3 in Figure 7A.Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 753
4, and 64 (dotted lines). It can be seen that at a given value of H(S), the
maximum possible P(c) value is speciﬁed by hmax(MP(c)), so hmax(MP(c))
provides an upper bound on P(c).
Note that for a given P(c) value, hmax(MP(c)) increases with log(M − 1),
the only term in equation 4.7 that depends on M. hmax(MP(c)) increases with
M because for a larger M, there exist a greater number of elements across
whichtheresidualprobabilitymass P(e)canbespread.Attheotherextreme,
to minimize H(S), the residual probability mass P(e) must be concentrated
asmuchaspossiblewhilesatisfyingtheconstraintsinequation4.5.Itisasif
there are Mcups, each of which can hold P(c) liters of water, and the goal is
todistributeasingleliterofwatertothecupswhileﬁllingasfewofthecups
aspossible.Foragiven P(c)value,thereexistsanintegerk thatindicatesthe
minimum number of cups that must be completely ﬁlled when following
such a strategy. For the case in which M=4 and P(c)=0.5 (see Figure 6),
Pmin(40.5)i s{1
2, 1
2,0,0},s ok =2 and no water is distributed to the third or
fourth cups. Consider also the case in which M=4 and P(c)=0.4. In this
case, Pmin(40.4)={0.4,0.4,0.2,0}, k is again two, but there remain 0.2 liters
of water once the second cup is full, and this water must be distributed to
the third cup (i.e., cup k + 1).
Mathematically, this procedure of concentrating probability mass leads
to the following equations for Pmin(MP(c)) and hmin(MP(c))( T ebbe & Dwyer,
1968; Kovalevsky, 1968). For each P(c) value between 1
M and 1, there exists
an integer k between 1 and M− 1 such that 1
k+1 ≤ P(c) ≤ 1
k, and
Pmin(MP(c))={P(c)1,...,P(c)k, 1− kP(c), 0,...,0} (4.8)
hmin(MP(c))=−[kP(c)log(P(c)) + (1− kP(c))log(1− kP(c))]. (4.9)
As can be seen in equation 4.8, k corresponds to the case in which k out of
the Mstimuli are assigned a probability of P(c). The remaining [1 − kP(c)]
probability mass is assigned to stimulus k + 1, and stimuli k + 2 through M
are assigned probabilities of zero. Figure 7A plots hmin(MP(c))a safunction
of P(c) for M=2, 4, and 64 (solid lines). Each arch-shaped line segment
in Figure 7A corresponds to a different value of k (in Figure 7A.2 the line
segmentsarelabeledwiththeircorrespondingk values).Itcanbeseeninthe
ﬁgure that hmin(MP(c))p r ovides a lower bound on P(c). That is, for a given
value of H(S), the lowest possible value of P(c)i sgiven by equation 4.9.
Notethathmin(MP(c))doesnotdependon M.Increasing M,thenumberof
possiblestimuli,doesnotaffecttheoutcomewhenthegoalistoconcentrate
the probability mass to those stimuli as much as possible. For instance, if
P(c)i s0.5, then no matter how large M is, only the ﬁrst two stimuli are
assigned nonzero probabilities (e.g., P(60.5)={1
2, 1
2,0,0,0,0}).
The upper and lower bounds hmin(MP(c)) and hmax(MP(c)) circumscribe
the set AM,h of all possible points {P(c), H(S)} (see Figure 7). We note four
general features of AM,h. First, its upper and lower bounds, hmax(MP(c)) and754 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
hmin(MP(c)), are tight (Feder & Merhav, 1994). That is, for a given M
and P(c), there exists a distribution P(S) that actually equals hmax(MP(c))
and hmin(MP(c)). These distributions are given by equations 4.6 and 4.8,
respectively.
Second, for a given value of P(c), the range of possible H(S) values
increases with log(M − 1). For the case in which there are only two
stimuli (M=2), H(S)i suniquely speciﬁed by P(c). This is because once
P(s1)i sﬁxed, there is no freedom to vary the remaining probability mass:
P(s2) must equal 1 − P(s1). As M increases, hmax(MP(c)) increases with
log(M− 1) without bound. This is because the only term in equations 4.7
and 4.9 that depends on M is log(M − 1), which is in the equation for
hmax(MP(c)).
Third, while equation 4.4 is incorrect (i.e., higher entropy does not imply
a decrement in ideal observer performance), it is possible to infer the range
of P(c) values consistent with a given value of H(S). That is, given H(S),
it is possible to calculate upper and lower bounds on P(c). This is because
bothhmax(MP(c))andhmin(MP(c))areone-to-one,strictlymonotonicfunctions
of P(c) (Feder & Merhav, 1994). Hence, both hmax(MP(c)) and hmin(MP(c))
have inverses that provide upper and lower bounds of P(c), respectively.
While closed-form analytical solutions for the inverses do not exist, the
bounds can be numerically estimated with accuracy limited only by ma-
chineprecision.7 Forexample,numericalmethodsappliedwith M=64and
H(S) = 3 bits show that P(c) can vary between 0.14 and 0.69, bounds
marked with ﬁlled circles in Figure 7A, panel 3.8 In this case the range of
P(c)values,deﬁnedasthedifferencebetweenthemaximumandminimum
P(c) value, is 0.55.
Fourth, the range of P(c) values consistent with a given H(S)i sa
saturating exponential function of M.I fw edeﬁne the maximum and
minimum P(c) values consistent with a given H(S)a sPCmax(M, H) and
PCmin(M, H), respectively, then the range of P(c) values at a given entropy
is given by PCrange(M, H)= PCmax(M, H) − PCmin(M, H). Figure 7B plots
PCrange(M,0.5) and PCrange(M,3.0) as functions of M (ﬁlled and open cir-
cles,respectively).Ascanbeseenintheﬁgure, PCrange(M, H)isasaturating
exponential function of M that saturates at 1 − PCmin(M, H). We expected
thissaturatingexponentialbasedonthefollowingtwoconsiderations.First,
therangeof H(S)valuesatagiven P(c)increaseslogarithmicallywith M(see
above), and this is due to the fact that hmax(MP(c)) increases logarithmically
7 Equations4.7and4.9areoftheform y=x + log(x),forwhichthereexistsnoanalyti-
cal solution for the inverse.
8 We carried out the calculation of the lower bound on P(c)a sfollows. A set of
hmax(MP(c)) values was obtained over the range P(c)= 1
4 to 1 using equations 4.7 and
4.9. Then a cubic spline was ﬁt to these numbers using P(c)a sthe dependent variable
(de Boor, 1978). Then, given any value H(S), P(c)max can be estimated using the spline. A
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with M. Because the inverse of the log is an exponential function, and
PCmax(M, H)g r ows with the inverse of hmin(MP(c)), PCrange(M, H) should
grow exponentially with M. However, since P(c) can never be greater than
1.0, PCrange(M, H) must also be bounded from above by 1 − PCmin(M, H),
sowealsoexpectedthecurvetosaturateatthatvalue.Whiletheredonotex-
ist analytical solutions for PCrange(M, H) (see the previous paragraph), the
points are indeed well ﬁt by a saturating exponential function constrained
to have a maximum of 1 − PCmin(M, H)(see Figure 7B).9
4.1.3 Multiple Question Ideal Observers and Entropy. If an ideal observer
makesanerrorontheﬁrstguessandisgivenanotherchancetoguessS,then
it will pick the stimulus with the maximum probability in the conditional
distribution P(S|rj,S  = smax(j)). In that case, the analysis from the previ-
ous section applies, though with the number of stimuli effectively reduced
to M − 1. More generally, after G guesses, the stimulus set is effectively
reduced to M − G stimuli, where G can vary between zero and M − 1.
In contrast, if the goal is to guess the value of a random variable using
the fewest number of yes-or-no questions (i.e., the game of 20 Questions;
Cover & Thomas, 1991), then the questions that receive yes and no answers
can be represented by ones and zeros, respectively. Then, by the source
coding theorem, H(S) describes the best possible performance Lmin (Cover
& Thomas, 1991). In 20 Questions, the optimal question sequence will cut
down the range of possible outcomes to quickly specify the stimulus. For
instance, if there are eight equiprobable stimuli, then the initial question
should be of the form, “Is it above four?” The ideal observer, on the other
hand, must always guess a single outcome, that is, the ideal observer must
always ask questions of the form, “Was it an 8?”
4.2 Response-Conditional Entropy and the Ideal Observer. The en-
tropy of S, given that rj is observed, is known as the response-conditional
entropy H(S|rj), which is deﬁned as (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
H(S|rj)=−
M  
i=1
P(si |rj)log(P(si |rj)). (4.10)
Note that equation 4.10 is simply equation 4.2 with the conditional dis-
tribution P(S|rj) substituted for P(S). Hence, all the properties of H(S)
(see section 4.1.1) extend to H(S|rj). For instance, in addition to measur-
ing how evenly spread the conditional distribution P(S|rj) is, H(S|rj)p r o -
vides bounds on the minimum average number of binary digits required to
encode S once rj is known.
9 The lines are the least-squares ﬁts to saturating exponentials of the form (1 −
PCmin(M))(1 − e−( M−T
α )β
) + PCrange(T), where T is the smallest value of M for which
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Since H(S|rj)i safunction of P(S|rj), we compare H(S|rj)t othe perfor-
mance of an ideal observer of rj (i.e., P(c|rj)), which is also a function of
P(S|rj). Recall that an ideal observer of rj will pick the most likely stim-
ulus from the conditional distribution P(S|rj) (Rule 1). Because H(S|rj)i s
mathematically equivalent to H(S) (i.e., H(S|rj)i safunction of an ordinary
M-element probability distribution, and the ideal observer picks the stim-
ulus with the maximum probability from this distribution), H(S|rj) has the
exact same properties with respect to P(c|rj) that H(S) has with respect to
P(c) (see section 4.1.2). For example, for a given P(c|rj), there is a range of
possible H(S|rj) values bounded by
hmax(MP(c|rj))= H(C|rj) + P(e|rj)log(M − 1) (4.7 )
hmin(MP(c|rj)) =− [kP(c|rj)log P(c|rj)
+(1 − kP(c|rj))log(1 − kP(c|rj)). (4.9 )
We labelequations4.7  and4.9  becausetheyaresimplyequations4.7and4.9
with P(c)r eplaced by P(c|rj) and MP(c) replaced by MP(c |rj) (see Figure 7).
Also note that the set of possible {P(c|rj), H(S|rj)} points is identical to the
set AM,h ofpossiblepoints{P(c), H(S)}discussedinsection4.1(seeFigure7).
We use the label AM,h for both sets of points, letting the context make clear
whether we are referring to entropy or response-conditional entropy.
4.3 Speciﬁc Information and the Ideal Observer. How much informa-
tion does a speciﬁc response rj provide about the stimulus set S?I ninfor-
mation theory, this is quantiﬁed by the speciﬁc information between S and
rj (DeWeese & Meister, 1999). Speciﬁc information is formally deﬁned as
I(S,rj)= H(S) − H(S|rj) =−
M  
i=1
P(si)log(P(si))
+
M  
i=1
P(si|rj)log(P(si|rj)). (4.11)
Since H(S)i sthe original entropy of S, and H(S|rj)i sthe entropy of S
remaining after rj is observed, it follows that I(S,rj)i sameasure of how
much entropy about S is removed upon observation of response rj. (For
examples, see Figure 8A). Interestingly, I(S,rj) can be negative (DeWeese
& Meister, 1999), which occurs when P(S|rj)i smore evenly spread than
P(S) (e.g., rows 1 and 2 in Figure 8A). Conversely, I(S,rj)i spositive when
P(S|rj)i smore concentrated than P(S) (e.g., rows 3 and 4 in Figure 8A).
Interpreted in terms of coding theory (see section 4.1.1), I(S,rj) indicates
how many fewer binary digits, on average, are needed to encode S once rj
is known. This number is negative when more digits are required to encode
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Figure 8: Examples that compare P(c) and speciﬁc information. (A) Each row
of the table contains a conditional distribution P(S|rj). Columns 2–5 contain
thecorrespondingidealobserverperformance P(c|rj),response-conditionalen-
tropy H(S|rj), and speciﬁc information I(S,rj), respectively. The calculation
of I(S,rj) assumes that P(S)i sa sgiven with an entropy H(S)o f1.25 bits.
(B) Scatter plot of the four {P(c|rj), I(S,rj)} pairs from the rows in the table
in A. The point from row j of the table in A is denoted PIj. The absolute up-
per and lower bounds on I(S,rj)a safunction of P(c|rj)a re superimposed for
reference (dashed and solid lines, respectively).
While speciﬁc information has not received much attention from neu-
roscientists (but see DeWeese & Meister, 1999), it is a potentially useful
measure that can be used to determine whether certain classes of neuronal
responses transmit more information than others. For instance, is I(S,rj)
greater for spike trains with higher ﬁring rates?
Howis I(S,rj)relatedtoidealobserverperformance?Whilethisquestion
has not been discussed in the literature, we extend the previous results to
address it. Since I(S,rj) measures the amount of information carried by a
particular response rj about the stimulus set S,w ecompare I(S,rj)t othe
performance of an ideal observer that has observed a particular response
rj, that is, P(c|rj).
Before examining the general relationship between I(S,rj) and P(c|rj),
we use the examples in Figure 8A to highlight three features of their re-
lationship. First, surprisingly, a response can carry negative information
about S and be a better predictor of S than a response that carries positive
information about S (e.g., compare rows 1 and 3). Second, P(c|rj) does not758 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
uniquely specify I(S,rj) (compare rows 2 and 3). The converse also holds
(rows3and4).Third,associatedwitheachconditionaldistribution P(S|rj)is
a point {P(c|rj), I(S,rj)} that indicates the ideal observer performance and
speciﬁc information for that distribution. Figure 8B plots the points that
correspond to the four conditional distributions in Figure 8A. The bounds
onthesetofallowablesuchpoints, AM,i,are superimposedonFigure8Bfor
comparison.
The derivation of AM,i, the set of allowable {P(c|rj), I(S,rj)} points, is a
natural extension of the results from sections 4.1 and 4.2. Assume that we
know P(S)(ar easonableassumption,asinmostdiscriminationtasks P(S)is
controlledbytheexperimenter).Then H(S),theﬁrstterminequation4.11is
ﬁxed. Hence, I(S,rj) varies only with the response-speciﬁc entropy H(S|rj)
(see section 4.2), the second term in equation 4.11. As shown in section 4.2
{P(c|rj), H(S|rj)}mustlieintheset AM,h,circumscribedbyhmax(MP(c|r))and
hmin(MP(c|r)),boundsthataredeﬁnedinequations4.7  and4.9 ,respectively.
It follows from basic properties of inequalities that for a given P(c|rj) the
lower and upper bounds on speciﬁc information are:
imin(P(S)P(c|r))= H(S) − hmax(MP(c|r)) (4.12)
imax(P(S)P(c|r))= H(S) − hmin(MP(c|r)). (4.13)
Figure 9 shows examples of imin(P(S)P(c|r)) and imax(P(S)P(c|r)) for different
values of M and H(S).
Four consequences of equations 4.12 and 4.13 deserve mention. First, if
M (the number of stimuli) is ﬁxed and H(S) varies, the shape of AM,i does
not change, but is merely shifted vertically with H(S) (see Figure 9).
Second, the greater H(S) is, the fewer possible negative I(S,rj) values
there are. If H(S)i smaximized and equals log(M), then I(S,rj)i salways
greater than or equal to zero (see Figure 9). This is because in such a case,
P(S|rj) cannot be more evenly spread than P(S), which is the necessary
condition for the existence of a negative I(S,rj). At the other extreme, as
H(S) → 0, most distributions P(S|rj) have greater entropy than the highly
concentrated P(S), so there exists a greater number of possible negative
values of I(S,rj).
Third, the range of permissible I(S,rj) values at a particular P(c|rj) in-
creases with log(M − 1). This is because imax(P(S)P(c|r)) does not depend
on M, and for a given P(c|rj), imin(P(S)P(c|r)) decreases with log(M − 1).
As with H(S), at a given value of H(S|rj), the range of permissible P(c|rj)
values is a saturating exponential function of M (see section 4.1.2).
Fourth, because imin(P(S)P(c|r)) and imax(P(S)P(c|r))a re invertible func-
tions, it is possible to use numerical methods to calculate the range of
P(c|rj)—values consistent with a given I(S,rj) (see section 4.1.2).
4.4 Equivocation and the Ideal Observer. If we average the response-
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Figure 9: Comparison of I(S,rj) and P(c). (A) Plot of upper and lower
bounds on I(S,rj)a safunction of P(c) (dashed and solid lines, respectively).
In this example, M=2, so the upper and lower bounds are the same and the
dashedlinesarenotvisible.Thethreesetsofboundsshowncorrespondtocases
inwhichstimulusdistributionswithdifferent H(S)valuesarechosen,andthese
entropy values are indicated next to the corresponding three lines. δ stands for
an arbitrarily small real number. (B) Same as A, but with M=4.
equivocation (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
H(S|R)=
N  
j=1
P(rj)H(S|rj)=−
N  
j=1
M  
i=1
P(si,rj)log(P(si |rj)). (4.14)
H(S|R)i soften described as the average uncertainty remaining in S once
R is given (Ash, 1965). It describes the average minimum number of binary
digits required to encode the value of S once R is speciﬁed.
Before describing the general relationship between H(S|R) and P(c),
we consider the examples in Figure 10A, which show four different joint760 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Figure 10: Examples comparing P(c) with H(S|R) and I(S,R). (A) The sec-
ond column of the table contains four joint probability distributions. Columns
3–5 contain the corresponding values of P(c) (see equation 3.3), H(S|R) (see
equation 4.14), and I(S,R) (see equation 4.17), respectively. (B) Scatter plot of
the points {P(c), H(S|R)} corresponding to the rows from the table: the point
labeled PHi corresponds to row i. The absolute upper and lower bounds on
H(S|R)a re overlaid for comparison.
distributions(M=2, N=3).Foreachdistribution, P(S)={1
2, 1
2},soH(S)=1
bit.Giventhejointdistribution P(S,R), H(S|R)and P(c)canbecalculatedby
substituting the appropriate terms into equations 4.14 and 3.3, respectively.
The examples highlight two features of the relationship between H(S|R)
and P(c).
First, H(S|R)i snot uniquely speciﬁed by P(c)( r ows 1 and 2). The con-
verse also holds (rows 1 and 4). These examples illustrate that H(S|R) and
P(c) measure quite different features of P(S,R). P(c)r emains unchanged as
long as the sum of the maximal elements in the columns remains the same,
and the nonmaximal elements of P(S,R) can arbitrarily vary within this
constraint. Equivocation, on the other hand, increases as the entropy of this
nonmaximal probability mass is increased. For example, the gray area inQuantifying Stimulus Discriminability 761
Figure 4 shows the probability mass that contributes to P(e). Provided that
the maximal elements remain unchanged, H(S|R) will increase as this gray
areaisspreadoutanddecreaseasthegrayareabecomesmoreconcentrated.
Second, higher equivocation does not imply lower P(c)( r ows 1 and 3).
That is, just because a variable R1 removes more uncertainty about S than
another variable R2 (i.e., H(S|R1) < H(S|R2)), this does not imply that an
ideal observer can better estimate S on the basis of R1.
More generally, just as with H(S), there exist upper and lower bounds on
H(S|R)a safunction of P(c). For a given M and P(c), we denote the upper
and lower bounds on H(S|R)a sHmax(MP(c)) and Hmin(MP(c)), respectively.
Previous papers (Tebbe & Dwyer, 1968; Kovalevsky, 1968) show that
Hmax(MP(c))=hmax(MP(c)). (4.15)
Equation4.15showsthattheupperboundonequivocationisthesameasthe
upperboundonentropy.Figure11Aplots Hmax(MP(c))forthecases M=2,4,
and 64 (dashed lines). Obviously, Hmax(MP(c)) has the exact same properties
ashmax(MP(c))discussedinsection4.1.2.Equation4.15isequivalenttoFano’s
inequality (Cover & Thomas, 1991), and provides an upper bound on P(c).
That is, it delineates the best P(c) consistent with a given equivocation.
Ontheotherhand,itispossiblethattheactual P(c)ofadistributionwith
a given value of H(S|R)i smuch lower than the upper bound provided by
equation 4.15. Previous papers derive Hmin(MP(c))( T ebbe & Dwyer, 1968;
Kovalevsky, 1968), which provides the lowest P(c) consistent with a given
equivocation. We present their result without proof. For P(c) between 1
M
and 1, there exists an integer k (the same k that was introduced in equation
4.9) such that 1
k+1 ≤ P(c) ≤ 1
k, and
Hmin(MP(c))= log(k) + k(k + 1)log
 
k + 1
k
  
P(e) +
1 − k
k
 
. (4.16)
Just as was the case with hmin(MP(c)), Hmin(MP(c))i sb r oken up into M − 1
linesegments.Eachsegmentisthestraightlinethatconnectstheendpoints
of the M − 1a r ch-shaped segments that delineate hmin(MP(c)), the lower
bounds on entropy (see section 4.1.2). The lower bounds on equivocation
are shown in Figure 11A for the M=2, 4, and 64 cases (solid lines), and we
include the lower bounds on entropy [hmin(MP(c))] in the same ﬁgure for
comparison (light gray lines). Note that Hmin(MP(c))i snot a function of M,
so at a given value of P(c), increasing M does not change the lower bound
on equivocation.
Hmax(MP(c)) and Hmin(MP(c)) circumscribe the set AM,H of allowable
{P(c), H(S|R)} points, which are indicated in Figure 11A for M=2, 4, and
64.10 We highlightfourfeaturesof AM,H.First,FederandMerhav(1994)give
10 Formally, AM,H is the convex hull of AM,h (Tebbe & Dwyer, 1968; Kovalevsky, 1968).762 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Figure 11: Comparison of P(c) and H(S|R). (A) Plot of the upper and lower
bounds on H(S|R)a safunction of P(c) for M=2, M=4, and M=64 (panels 1,
2, and 3, respectively). The upper bound (Hmax(MP(c))) is indicated by a dashed
line and the lower bound (Hmin(MP(c))) by a solid line. The corresponding lower
bounds on entropy (hmin(MP(c))) are overlaid in gray for comparison. The sets
of allowable {P(c), H(S|R)} pairs are labeled AM,H. (B) Example of how P(S)
furtherconstrainswhatvaluesof P(c)areconsistentwithagiven H(S|R)(M=3
inthisexample).Inthiscase,weassumethat P(smax)=0.7,so P(c)cannotbeless
than 0.7 (see section 3.1). The bounds on H(S|R) with this additional constraint
included are shown in black, and the bounds provided by equations 4.15 and
4.16 alone are shown in gray for comparison.
algorithmsforgeneratingjointdistributionsthatactuallyattainthebounds,
so the bounds are tight.11
11 As a caveat, note that for a ﬁxed input distribution P(S), these bounds are not nec-
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Second, just as was the case with H(S), for a given P(c) the range of
possible H(S|R) values increases with log(M − 1). This is because the only
term from equations 4.15 and 4.16 that varies with M is the log(M − 1)
term that equation 4.15 inherits from equation 4.7 .A sacorollary, the
rangeof P(c)valuesconsistentwithagiven H(S|R)increasesexponentially
with M.
Third, although H(S|R) does not uniquely map onto P(c), the fact that
Hmax(MP(c)) and Hmin(MP(c))a re invertible (Feder & Merhav, 1994) implies
that it is possible to calculate upper and lower bounds on P(c) for a given
H(S|R)(seesection4.1fordetails).Also,if P(S)isknown,thenanadditional
constraint can be used to further narrow the range of P(c) values consistent
withagivenequivocation.Namely,since P(c)mustbegreaterthanorequal
to P(smax) (see section 3.1), we can eliminate all P(c) values below P(smax).
As illustrated in Figure 11B, this constraint can considerably tighten the
range of P(c) values consistent with a given H(S|R).
Fourth, AM,H does not depend on the response distribution P(R)o rthe
number of possible responses N.I fthe goal is to make inferences between
H(S|R) and P(c), this is a very useful property, as it allows us to avoid
two practical problems. First, it is in general a very difﬁcult problem to
obtain unbiased estimates of N and P(R). This is partly because whenR is a
variable describing a neuronal response, N is usually quite large and most
outcomes have a very low probability of occurring. In such cases, estimates
of N and P(R) suffer from biases due to undersampling (Paninski, 2004;
Orlitsky,Santhanam,&Zhang,2003).Second,if Hmax(MP(c))and Hmin(MP(c))
depended on N, then for each representation of the neural response, we
would have to recalculate the upper and lower bounds on H(S|R)i no r der
to calculate the corresponding bounds on P(c). The independence of AM,H
from N and P(R) circumvents both of these problems.
4.5 Mutual Information and the Ideal Observer. Typically, researchers
calculate equivocation as an intermediate step in the estimation of mu-
tual information, the information-theoretic quantity most often used by
neuroscientists. The mutual information (also called transinformation and
transmitted information) between random variables S and R is the average
(over R) speciﬁc information:
I(S,R)=
N  
j=1
P(rj) I(S,rj) = H(S) − H(S|R) =
N  
j=1
M  
i=1
P(si,rj)
×log
 
P(si,rj)
P(si)P(rj)
 
. (4.17)
I(S,R)isthestandardmeasureofhowmuchinformationavariableRtrans-
mits about variable S (Ash, 1965; Cover & Thomas, 1991).764 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
4.5.1 Three Interpretations of I(S,R). Almost universally, I(S,R)i sinter-
preted as a measure of the average amount of uncertainty removed by R
about S (Ash, 1965; Cover & Thomas, 1991). Operationally, what does this
mean? In this section, we discuss three interpretations of I(S,R) that often
motivate the use of I(S,R)b yneuroscientists.
First, I(S,R) indicates how many fewer binary digits are required, on
average, to encode S once R is speciﬁed. This follows from the fact that the
speciﬁc information I(S,rj) quantiﬁes how many fewer digits are required
to encode S once rj is known (see section 4.3), and I(S,R)i sthe average of
I(S,rj) over all R.
Second, I(S,R)i sadirect measure of the degree of statistical dependence
between S and R (Schneidman, Bialek, & Berry, 2003). If S and R are inde-
pendentvariables,thenforallstimulus-responsepairs, P(si,rj)= P(si)P(rj)
(Yates & Goodman, 1999). This equality implies that all arguments of the
log in equation 4.17 are one, so I(S,R)i szero. Interestingly, if observed fre-
quencies are used to estimate the probabilities in equation 4.7, then I(S,R)
is one-half the log-likelihood test statistic (G2) when the null hypothesis is
that S and R are independent (Forbes, 1995).
Athirdinterpretationof I(S,R)isthatitmeasuresstimulusdiscriminabil-
ity, or how well the stimulus can be predicted given the neuronal response
(Alkasab et al., 1999; Arabzadeh et al., 2004; Buracas & Albright, 1999; Li
et al., 2004; Paz & Vaadia, 2004; Petersen et al., 2002; Pola et al., 2003;
Theunnissen & Miller, 1991; for exceptions, see Oram, Foldiak, Perret, &
Sengpiel, 1998; Treves, 1997). That is, researchers often assume that I(S,R)
can be used as a surrogate for ideal observer performance, P(c). For ex-
ample, one paper claims, “Mutual information quantiﬁes how well an
ideal observer of neuronal responses can discriminate between all the dif-
ferent stimuli based on a single trial” (Pola et al., 2003, p. 37). Even in
time-series analysis, predictive information is deﬁned as the mutual informa-
tion between past and future events (Bialek, Nemenman, & Tishby, 2001),
again suggesting that higher mutual information implies improved pre-
dictability.
When examined quantitatively, this third interpretation of I(S,R)i s
shown to be incorrect. Let us assume P(S)i sﬁxed, R1 and R2 are different
representations of the neural response (e.g., PSTHs at different bin widths),
and P(c)i is ideal observer performance when observing response variable
Ri. The third interpretation is equivalent to
I(S,R1) ≥ I(S,R2) ⇔ P(c)1 ≥ P(c)2. (4.18)
Thatis,ifR1 carriesmoreinformationaboutSthanR2,thenanidealobserver
would be better at estimating S on the basis of R1 than R2. That equa-
tion 4.18 is false has been known since 1965 when a single counterexample
was published (Wagner, 1965). In the next section we examine the general
relationship between I(S,R) and P(c).Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 765
Figure 12: Examples comparing I(S,R)t oP(c). Each point labeled PI i is the
{P(c), I(S,R)} point corresponding to row i of the table in Figure 10A. The up-
per and lower bounds on I(S,R)a safunction of P(c)a re overlaid in gray for
comparison. In this example, M=2.
4.5.2 Comparing I(S,R) and P(c). We highlight certain features of the re-
lationship between I(S,R) and P(c) using previous examples: the mutual
information corresponding to the four joint distributions in Figure 10A is
shown in column 5 of the table in Figure 10A. Figure 12 illustrates the
{P(c), I(S,R)} points associated with each of these joint distributions. We
note two features of the relationship between P(c) and I(S,R)f rom these
examples.First,equation4.18isincorrect,ascanbeseenbycomparingrows
1 and 3. Second, P(c)i snot associated with a unique I(S,R)( r ows 1 and 2).
The converse is also true (rows 1 and 4). These examples suggest that there
is a range of I(S,R) values consistent with a given P(c), and vice versa.
To address their relationship more generally, we derive upper and lower
bounds on I(S,R)a safunction of P(c).12 Assume P(S), and hence H(S), is
ﬁxed by the experimenter. For a given P(c), there exist the following upper
and lower bounds on I(S,R):
Imin
 
P(S)P(c)
 
= H(S) − Hmin(Mp(c)) (4.19)
Imax
 
P(S)P(c)
 
= H(S) − Hmax(Mp(c)), (4.20)
where Hmax(MP(c)) and Hmin(MP(c))a re as deﬁned in equations 4.12 and
4.13 (see section 4.4). The proof is as follows. Since the ﬁrst term in equa-
tion 4.17 [H(S)] is constant, I(S,R) varies only with H(S|R). However, as
12 Treves (1997) addresses a similar question under the assumption that M= N, that is,
the number of responses equals the number of stimuli. Our results relax that assumption
and produce tighter upper bounds.766 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
described in section 4.4, we know that all points {P(c), H(S|R)} must lie
in AM,H, the region whose lower and upper bounds are given by equa-
tions 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. Equations 4.19 and 4.20 follow from this
fact and basic properties of inequalities.
Clearly the bounds imposed on I(S,R)b yequations 4.19 and 4.20 can be
tightened further. For one, I(S,R)i salways nonnegative (Cover & Thomas,
1991). Second, P(c) cannot be less than P(smax) (see section 3.1). Plots of the
bounds on I(S,R) with these additional two constraints added are shown
in Figure 13 for different stimulus distributions P(S) (solid bold lines).
The bounds provided by equations 4.19 and 4.20 alone are shown in light
gray.
We mention three facts about the relationship between P(c) and I(S,R).
First, since Imin(P(S)P(c)) and Imax(P(S)P(c))a re one-to-one, monotonically
increasing functions of P(c), both functions have inverses that can be esti-
mated using the methods discussed in section 4.1. Hence, given an estimate
of mutual information I(S,R), it is possible to calculate the range of P(c)
values consistent with that estimate. As with all other quantities discussed
so far, the range of P(c) values consistent with a given I(S,R) increases
exponentially with M, the number of stimuli.
Second,neither Imin(P(S)P(c|r))nor Imax(P(S)P(c|r))dependson P(R)orN.
We discussed the beneﬁts of this fact in section 4.4.
Finally, using numerical optimization, we have generated many joint
distributions P(S,R) that reach the bounds Imin(P(S)P(c)) and Imax(P(S)P(c)).
Four such distributions are provided in Figure 10A. However, we have not
proved in general that the bounds are tight. That is, for an arbitrary P(S)
and P(c), it is not guaranteed that there exists a distribution P(R,S) such
that I(S,R)= Imin(P(S)P(c))o rImax(P(S)P(c)). We conjecture that the bounds
are not generally tight. Aside from numerical optimization procedures we
haveimplementedinwhichtheboundswerenotreached(datanotshown),
this conjecture is based on the following reasoning. Given P(S) and P(c),
there must exist channel matrices P(R|S) and response distributions P(R)
such that P(R|S)T P(S)= P(R). For this equation to hold and the bounds
on I(S,R)t ob etight, four constraints must be satisﬁed: the rows of P(R|S)
must sum to 1, as must the elements of P(R), the resultant joint distribution
P(R,S)mustsatisfyequation3.3,and P(S,R)mustreachtheboundon I(S,R)
given in equation 4.19 or 4.20. Even if N > M > 1, we think it is unlikely
that these constraints can be satisﬁed for an arbitrary P(S), P(c) pair. An
interesting area for future research would be to use these constraints to
derive even tighter bounds on I(S,R).
4.6 ChannelCapacityandtheIdealObserver. Thecapacityofachannel
P(R|S)i sdeﬁned as (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
C(P(R |S))=max
P(S)
I(S,R). (4.21)Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 767
Figure 13: Comparison of I(S,R) and P(c). (A) Plots of Imax(P(S)P(c)) and
Imin(P(S)P(c))a sfunctions of P(c) (dashed and solid gray lines, respectively).
In these examples, M=3. Panels 1 and 2 plot bounds on mutual information
under two different assumptions about the value of the stimulus distribution
P(S),andthese P(S)valuesareshownineachpanel.Thecorrespondingentropy
(H(S)) and maximum stimulus probability (P(smax)) values are also shown in
each panel. The black lines show the constraints that are added to the bounds
due to the nonnegativity of I(S,R) and the fact that P(c) cannot be less than
P(smax) (see the text). (B) Same as in A, except M=64.
That is, the capacity is the maximum possible mutual information between
S and R using the speciﬁed channel, where the maximum is calculated
over the set of all possible input distributions. We use PC(S)t odenote the
stimulus distribution that solves this maximization problem. In general,768 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Figure 14: Examples comparing C(P(R|S)) to P(c). As discussed in the text,
althoughC(P2(R|S))isgreaterthanC(P1(R|S))(i.e.,C2 > C1),anidealobserver
of both channels achieves the same performance (P(c)=2/3).
calculating the channel capacity is a difﬁcult problem that is often solved
using numerical optimization techniques (Cover & Thomas, 1991).
As with the other information-theoretic quantities, we would like to
know whether the fact that a channel has a higher capacity than another
implies that an ideal observer of R would better be able to predict S using
that channel. More precisely, it would be interesting to know whether the
following is true:
C(P1(R|S)) > C(P2(R|S)) ⇔ P1(c) > P2(c), (4.22)
where Pi(R|S)i schannel i and Pi(c)i sideal observer performance using
channel i. Also, we stipulate that the P(c) values are calculated when the
input distribution P(S)i sset to PCi(S), the stimulus distribution that satis-
ﬁes equation 4.21 for channel i.T oour knowledge, nobody has published
analytical results that bear on equation 4.22. Also, one must be cautious in
interpreting counterexamples to equation 4.22 because different channels
will likely have different input distributions that cause the channel to reach
capacity, and it is not clear that a direct comparison of P(c)i nsuch cases is
appropriate.
The channels shown in Figure 14 provide a counterexample to equa-
tion 4.22, and we have constructed the example so that in both channels,Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 769
PC(S)i sthe same. The ﬁrst channel is a symmetrical channel, so C(P(R|S))
and PC(S)canbecalculatedwithknownformulas(Cover&Thomas,1991).13
By substituting the second channel’s values into equation 4.17, the mu-
tual information of the second channel can be simpliﬁed to I(S,R)= 1
3 H(S),
which is maximized when P(S)={ 1 / 2,1 / 2}. While the results of the previous
sectionsdonotsuggestanobviouswaytocalculateupperandlowerbounds
on C(P(R|S)) as a function of P(c), the example in Figure 14 suggests that
such bounds likely exist.
5 Extension to Continuous Distributions
5.1 BackgroundandDeﬁnitions. Theresultsinsection4dependonthe
assumptionthatSandRarediscretesets.Inpractice,thisisnotasigniﬁcant
limitation because continuous distributions are always effectively binned
and discretized since we can never represent them with inﬁnite precision.
However, for conceptual completeness, we extend the previous analysis
to continuous distributions. This extension requires that we modify both
the deﬁnitions of the information measures and the measure of estimation
error. The upshot of the analysis is that if S is continuous, the information
measures provide even fewer constraints on the error measure than when
S is discrete.
The entropy of a continuous distribution S, also known as the differential
entropy,isdeﬁnedanalogouslytoentropyforthediscretecase,withthesum
replaced by an integral (Cover & Thomas, 1991):
h(S)=−
  ∞
−∞
P(s)log(P(s))ds. (5.1)
The remaining information measures such as equivocation are also deﬁned
analogously to the discrete case (Cover & Thomas, 1991). The term differen-
tial entropy is used instead of entropy because the differential entropy does
not have the same mathematical properties as entropy. For example, the
differential entropy changes when S is multiplied by a scaling factor a (i.e.,
h(aS)=h(S) + log(|a|)) (Shannon & Weaver, 1949). Also, h(S) can be nega-
tive (Shannon & Weaver, 1949). For example, the differential entropy of a
uniform distribution deﬁned over the interval [−w/2,w/2] is log(w), which
is negative for w < 1 (Cover & Thomas, 1991).
Asecondchangewemaketoaccommodatecontinuousvariablesisinour
evaluation of estimation error. This is because when ˆ s is a point estimate of
thestimulus,itfollowsfromequation3.2that P(c|rj)=0,so P(c)=0.Hence,
13 For a symmetrical channel, PC(S)i sthe uniform distribution and the capacity is
log(M) − H(P(R|si)),where H(P(R|si))istheentropyofanarbitraryrowofthechannel
(Cover & Thomas, 1991).770 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
P(c)i sa ninappropriate measure of the success in estimating the value of
a continuous variable S and needs to be replaced by an error term that in-
creases with the distance between s and ˆ s. The most common such measure
is the squared error between s and ˆ s,( s − ˆ s)2 (Yates & Goodman, 1999).
The average (over S) squared error, or mean squared error, is a useful
overall measure of the quality of ˆ s as an estimate of S (Yates & Goodman,
1999):
MSE(S)=
  ∞
−∞
P(s)(s − ˆ s)2 ds. (5.2)
When using MSE(S)t oevaluate an estimate of S, the goal is to use an
estimate ˆ s that will minimize MSE(S), or the minimum mean squared error
estimatorofS.Theminimummeansquareestimatorofanyrandomvariable
S (discrete or continuous) is the mean of S, which we denote as µS (Yates &
Goodman, 1999). As a corollary, the variance of S, σ2
S,i sthe actual value of
the minimum mean squared error, which we denote E(S):
E(S)=
  ∞
−∞
p(s)(s − µS)2 ds=σ2
S. (5.3)
Theﬁrstequalityisjustequation5.2withtheminimummeansquarederror
estimator µS substituted for ˆ s, and the second equality is the deﬁnition of
the variance of S (Yates & Goodman, 1999). While not technically an ideal
observer, the minimum mean-squared error estimator is a close relative
because it minimizes an error function.
In sum, to extend the results from section 4 to continuous distributions,
we must ﬁrst replace the entropy-based information measures with the
differential entropy-based measures and then replace P(c) with E(S). In
the following section, we brieﬂy show how to calculate the bounds on each
information measure as a function of E(S). Note that this idea that such
bounds could be derived was suggested but not carried out in Feder &
Merhav (1994).
5.2 Comparing Information Measures and Minimum Mean Squared
Error. The results from section 4 assume that S and R are discrete sets. The
extension to the case where R is continuous and S is discrete is trivial, as
none of the results depends on the assumption that R is discrete. However,
for reasons described in the previous section, the extension to the case of
continuous S requires a signiﬁcant extension of the analysis, to which we
now turn.
5.2.1 Differential Entropy and E(S). For a given value of E(S), there is an
upper bound on h(S) given by Cover and Thomas (in press):Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 771
hmax(S)=
1
2
log(2πeE(S)). (5.4)
Figure 11A plots this relationship.14
Equation5.4placesalowerboundon E(S)foragivenvalueofh(S)(Cover
& Thomas, in press), as can be seen in Figure 15A. We prove that there
exists no upper bound on E(S) for a given value of h(S). Assume that there
exists such an upper bound U on E(S) when h(S) takes on some arbitrary
value h.T ogenerate a counterexample, let [−w/2,w/2] be the interval of a
uniform distribution that is constructed to satisfy h= log(w), as depicted in
Figure 15B.1. We then split this uniform distribution into two segments of
width w/2, such that there is a distance D between these two segments (see
Figure 15B.2). Because E(S)= w
12 + 1
4(D2 + Dw), which can be veriﬁed by
substituting the equation for the split distribution into equation 5.3, there
exists a number D such that E(S) > U .B yindirect proof, we have shown
that there exists no upper bound U on the error for a given entropy.
The set B of possible {h(S), E(S)} points for continuous distributions in-
cludes the curve delineated by equation 5.4 and all points to the right of the
curve (see Figure 15A). It follows that for a given E(S), there is no lower
bound on h(S), or:
hmin(S)=− ∞ (5.5)
In sum, h(S) can vary between −∞and hmax(S)a tagiven E(S).
5.2.2 Response-ConditionalEntropyand E(S|rj). Ifweknowthatresponse
rj occurred and the resulting conditional distribution of S is P(S|rj), then
the same analysis as in section 5.2.1 applies. That is, the minimum MSE
estimator of S given rj is µS|rj, the mean of P(S|rj), and the error E(S|rj)i n
this case is σ2
S|rj, the variance of P(S|rj)( Y ates & Goodman, 1999). In this
case, equations 5.4 and 5.5 apply, with S replaced by S|rj.
5.2.3 Speciﬁc Information and E(S|rj). Following a proof strategy exactly
analogous to that in section 4.3, it can be shown that
I(S,rj)max =∞ (5.6)
I(S,rj)min =−hmax(S), (5.7)
bounds, which are illustrated in Figure 15C.
14 Note that equation 5.3 is stated in Cover and Thomas (in press) without proof.
Proof of equation 5.4: In the set of all continuous distributions with ﬁxed variance σ2, the
gaussian has the maximum differential entropy, which is hgauss(S)= 1
2 log
 
2πeσ2 
(Cover
& Thomas, 1991). Also, since the minimum error estimator has error E(S)=σ2(see section
5.1), this implies that the maximum differential entropy consistent with a certain value of
E(S)i sgiven by equation 5.3.772 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
Figure 15: Comparison of continuous information measures with minimum
mean squared error estimators. (A) Plot of the maximum differential entropy
(hmax(S)) as a function of the minimum mean squared error E(S) (see equation
5.7). The set of points to the right of, and including, the curve is the set of
permissible {E(S),h(S)} points. The same equation also describes the maximum
response-conditionalentropyandequivocationasafunctionofminimummean-
squared error (see the text). (B) Geometrical representation of the proof that
there is no upper bound on error for a given entropy. Panel 1 shows a uniform
distribution with width w. When this probability mass is split into two sections
of width w/2, and these sections are separated by distance D (panel 2), h(S)
remains the same but the error increases with D2 (see the text). (C) Plot of the
lower bound on speciﬁc information (gray line) and mutual information (black
line) as a function of E(S|r) and E(S), respectively. There is no upper bound on
the information measures: the points to right of, and including, the lines are the
set of permissible {E(S), I(S,R)} points (see the text).Quantifying Stimulus Discriminability 773
5.2.4 Equivocation and E(S). The average minimum mean squared error
E(S) when response variable R is available to help estimate S is the mean
(over R)o fE(S|rj):
E(S)=
N  
j=1
p(rj)E(S|rj). (5.8)
If R is continuous, the sum can be replaced by the appropriate integral.
The bounds on h(S|R)a re identical to the bounds on h(S). To prove this,
we use a mathematical technique borrowed from the papers that derived
the bounds on equivocation in the case of discrete S (Tebbe & Dwyer, 1968;
& Kovalevsky, 1968).15 First, recall from section 5.2.2 that B, the set of per-
missible {E(S|rj),h(S|rj)} points, is ﬁxed by equations 5.4 and 5.5. Second,
note that
{E(S),h(S|R)}=
N  
j=1
P(rj){E(S|rj),h(S|rj)}, (5.9)
where the sum can be replaced by an integral if R is continuous. The
right-hand side of equation 5.9 is simply a convex combination of points
of the form {E(S|rj),h(S|rj)}, which from section 5.2.2 we know must be
in the set B. Hence, the set B∗ of permissible {E(S),h(S|R)}, pairs must
lie in the convex hull of B. However, B is already a convex set, so B=B∗
(Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004). In other words, the bounds on h(S|R)a s
a function of E(S)a re identical to the bounds on h(S|rj)a safunction of
E(S|rj), that is,
hmax(S|R)=hmax(S) (5.10)
hmin(S|R)=hmin(S)=− ∞ . (5.11)
Bounds are shown in Figure 15A.
5.2.5 Mutual Information and E(S). Using the results from section 5.2.4, it
is possible to use an argument analogous to that in section 4.5 to show
Imax(S,R)=h(S) − hmin(S)=∞ (5.12)
Imin(S,R)=h(S) − hmax(S). (5.13)
The fact that I(S,R) ≤ h(S) (Cover & Thomas, 1991) provides an additional
constraint and the set of permissible {E(S), I(S,R)} points with all of these
constraints included is shown in black in Figure 15C.
15 Foranintroductiontotheconceptsfromconvexanalysisusedinthefollowingproof,
see Boyd & Vandenberghe (2004).774 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
6 Discussion
6.1 Measuring Stimulus Discriminability. An animal that cannot dis-
criminate successfully on single trials will not survive long in natural con-
ditions. A frog, for example, will not get a second chance to catch a ﬂy if
it misses on its ﬁrst try. As discussed in section 3.2, ideal observer perfor-
mance, P(c),isausefulandnaturalmeasureofsingle-trialstimulusdiscrim-
inability. Researchers also often use information measures with the goal of
quantifying discrimination performance. In section 4, we showed that this
is typically not justiﬁed. In particular, rather than there being a one-to-one
relationshipbetweeninformation-theoreticquantitiesand P(c),thereistyp-
icallyarangeofpermissible P(c)valuesassociatedwithagiveninformation
measure. In section 5 we showed that when the analysis is extended to con-
tinuousstimulusdistributions,theproblemswiththeinformationmeasures
are only exacerbated, as they provide no upper bounds on estimation error.
If the goal is to make inferences from information measures to P(c), a
caveat should be noted: as the number of stimuli (M) increases, the range of
P(c)valuesassociatedwithagiveninformation-theoreticquantityincreases
exponentially (see section 4). Hence, it would be prudent to pick a stimulus
set that is small enough to signiﬁcantly narrow the range of permissible
P(c) values. While the most conservative option is to use only two stimuli
(M = 2),insomecasesthiswillnotbedesirablebecausethestimulusspace
will not be adequately sampled.
6.2 InformationTheoryinNeuroscience. We haveshownthattoquan-
tify stimulus discriminability, the tools of ideal observer analysis are prefer-
able to those of information theory. Information theory, however, is helpful
for answering questions that ideal observer analysis cannot address. We list
three. We do not intend the list to be exhaustive, but are simply mentioning
those applications that follow most naturally from the results in section 4.
First, as we discussed in section 4.5.1, mutual information I(S,R) mea-
sures the degree of statistical dependence between random variables S and
R.I ti sauseful measure because it is completely general: it will detect any
deviationfromindependencewhetheritisduetolinearcorrelationorsome
nonlinear dependency.16 Ideal observer analysis does not directly quantify
such dependencies. But even if two random variables are dependent, the
tools of ideal observer analysis are required to determine how well one can
be predicted from the other.
Second,thereclearlyexistpsychophysicaltasksthatshouldbeevaluated
using information measures rather than P(c). For instance, if the goal is to
16 Of course, there exist other tests for statistical dependence (e.g., the χ2 test), and it
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evaluate a subject’s performance in the game of 20 Questions, then H(S)
indicates the best possible performance Lmin (see section 4.1.3).
Third, natural selection may have discovered a coding strategy that uses
thefewestnumberofelementarysymbolsrequiredtoencodecertainclasses
of stimuli. That is, natural selection may have solved the optimization
problem of reaching Lmin (see section 4.1.1). Such a hypothesis would be
challenging to test empirically (e.g., it requires determining the set of ele-
mentary symbols used in the neural code, a problem discussed extensively
in Brenner, Strong, Koberle, Bialek, & de Ruyter van Steveninck, 2000).
Regardless of such practical difﬁculties, information theory contains the
quantitative resources to address such questions about neural coding,
resources that ideal observer analysis does not provide.
6.3 Open Questions and Future Directions. We ﬁnish by discussing
ﬁve outstanding questions that are theoretically interesting and, to our
knowledge, have not been addressed by previous work. First, it would
be interesting to extend the discussion in section 4.6 by generating general
bounds on channel capacity as a function of ideal observer performance.
Also, an extension of the result to capacity in continuous channels would
be useful.
Second, we have analyzed quantities that depend on entropy rather
than entropy rates (Cover & Thomas, 1991; Strong, Koberle, de Ruyter van
Steveninck, & Bialek, 1998). However, Feder and Merhav (1994) show that
for stationary processes, the results for H(S) described in section 4.1 also
apply to entropy rates, so we expect our results to generalize to information
rates (Strong et al., 1998). That is, we expect that a neuron that transmits in-
formation at a higher rate than another neuron is not necessarily the better
predictorofatime-varyingstimulus.However,thisideashouldbeformally
developed.
Third, since spike trains are nonstationary (Berry & Meister, 1998), it
would be interesting to determine how neurally inspired nonstationarities
in P(S) and P(R|S) would affect the results in sections 4 and 5.
Fourth, by picking as our point of comparison the ideal observer, we
have treated all errors equally.17 This would be inappropriate in some in-
stances. For example, if the goal is to estimate the spatial location of the
stimulus, an estimate close to the actual location is better than an esti-
mate that is completely off. In such cases, instead of judging an estimate as
categorically right or wrong, the estimate should be evaluated by an error
term that increases with the distance between ˆ s and s, such as the mean
squared error (see section 5.1). We implicitly addressed this concern in
section 5.2, in which we used the minimum mean squared error as a cost
17 Technically, we have used a 0/1 loss function, also known as the Hamming distance
between s and ˆ s .776 E. Thomson and W. Kristan
function. We showed that using the mean squared error as the cost function
only ampliﬁes the discrepancies between ideal observers and the informa-
tion measures. However, a more general consideration of the relationship
between arbitrary cost functions (Schneidman et al., 2003) and the informa-
tion measures deserves analysis.
Fifth, one of the virtues often stressed of the information-theoretic ap-
proachtoneuralcodingisthattheinformationmeasuresarenonparametric
(Paz & Vaadia, 2004; Peterson et al., 2002). Ironically, it is partly because we
freedtheproofsinsections4and5fromassumptionsabout P(S)and P(R|S)
that it was possible to demonstrate the differences between the information
measures and ideal observers. On the other hand, under certain assump-
tions (e.g., the responses to different stimuli are univariate gaussians with
identical variances), the relationship between P(c) and the information-
theoretic quantities is one-to-one. We would like to know the minimal as-
sumptions required about P(S) and P(R|S) for ideal observer performance
to be uniquely speciﬁed by the information measures. We hope that the
work presented here will act as an impetus for such an analysis so that
we can know under what conditions it is possible to make unambigu-
ous inferences between encoding and decoding measures in the nervous
system.
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